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The authors propose an implementation
of a test-pattern generator based on the
Podem (path-orienteddecision-making)
algorithm. The implementation allows
the packing of more than one signal
value into a word during implication. The
authors implement both the event-driven
and compiled-code versions of the imply
function with and without packing signal
values. Results show that conventional
Podem with event-driven implication
performs better for low-activity circuits;
whereas Podem with compiled code and
packed signal values performs better
for high-activity circuits.

P

odem is one of several basic automatic test-pattern generation
algorithms for combinational logic circuits. 1-3 Podem, short for
path-oriented decision-making, uses a depth-first search from
the fault location to assign primary input values. The result of
these assignments a t internal nodes is then determined by logic simulation (implication).Podem must compute primary input combinations
that both excite the fault and propagate it to primary outputs.
We can improve this algorithm for high-activity circuits by packing
more than one signal value into a word. Such packing introduces
parallelism into the implication part of test generation. Although other
researchers have used this method to achieve parallelism in fault
simulation, none have reported its use in the implementation of testgeneration algorithms.
We can use this technique of packing more than one signal value into
a word in the implication part of Podem to examine both the normal
assignment and the alternative assignment to a n input variable in
parallel. With parallelism, we can search the input space faster.
In experiments to assess the benefits of such a scheme, we implemented both compiled-code and event-driven versions of the imply
function in Podem with and without the parallelism offered by value
packing. At first glance, the results seemed inconclusive for the benchmark circuits. For some circuits, the packed implementation outperformed the other implementation but for other circuits the opposite
was true. This contradiction led us to give a characterization of the
circuits using a metric, called the input-cone-busedmeasure, or ICBM.
By using this ICBM metric, we could determine beforehand which
method will perform better than the other.

BACKGROUND
In Podem, we perform implication for only one input combination. In
parallel Podem, or P-Podem, typically two or four logic values are packed
into a one byte or word. Hence, we can perform implication for different
input combinations simultaneously. After each implication operation in
P-Podem, which we call parallel implication, we have available the results
for different input combinations after only one implication step.
By looking a t these results, we can determine the input combinations
that cannot be tests for the fault of interest. Because we do not have to
perform the implication operation on that input combination again, the
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time between backtracks is much lower with parallel implication. The
advantage of this approach is that it can detect the failure of excitation
or propagation of the fault in fewer steps than Podem.
To illustrate the power of parallel implication, we consider a scheme
in which two logic values are packed in a byte. Each of these logic values
can be one of five choices, just a s it can in conventional Podem. Further,
we assume that the processing of different gate types in the circuit, for
which the tests are derived, is identical in Podem and in parallel
implication. For those interested in more about P-Podem application
than just the implication step, we describe the limitations and advantages of packing more than two values (such as four values) in a n earlier
work.4
In a P-Podem application based on two values, we pack a primary input
value from a backtrace operation into the lower field of a byte. We pack
the complemented PI value, which is the alternative assignment, into
the higher field of the byte. We then perform forward implication for the
given PI assignments. Thus, P-Podem, implication is performed for two
input combinations in parallel.
In conventional Podem, just after we do the implication for the faulty
gate to excite the fault, we check if the signal value at the fault site is
the same as the fault value. Suppose these values are indeed equal. After
the implication for the given input assignment and if the last node of the
decision tree is not flagged, we can make an alternative assignment for
the last PI and perform implication for it. If we had done the implication
for the alternative assignment simultaneously with the assignment that
failed to generate a test, we could have avoided doing the implication for
the alternative assignment. This simultaneous evaluation process is
called a localized breadth-fust search because at each node of the
decision tree, we check two input combinations together to see if they
can be tests for the given fault.

Implication is one of the
most expensive and
time-consuming steps in
Podem and other
test generators.

IMPLICATION
Although our primary goal in test generation is to reduce backtracking,
one of the most expensive and time-consuming steps in Podem and other
test generators is implication. Both Podem and P-Podem invoke implication after every backtrace, which can be either event-driven implication or cornpized-code implication.
In event-driven implication, which is also called the selective trace
method, we process only the gates whose input(s) change when a new
PI is assigned. Typically, a test-generation program that uses this
method is independent of the logic circuit. That is, once the program is
generated, we can run it for any circuit. We do not need to separately
compile the program if the circuit changes.
In compiled-code implication, we process all the gates in a circuit
regardless of whether their input changes when a new PI is assigned.
Compiled code implication is similar to the methods used in SSIM6 and
HSS.7 In these programs, the description of the logic circuit is stored
implicitly in implication. Consequently, we must compile the implication
part of the test-generation program for each circuit separately, although
each circuit needs to be compiled only once.

A N EXPERIMENT& STUDY
Although event-driven implication allows us to process fewer gates,
compiled-code implication can actually be faster, depending on the
AUGUST 1990
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It seems that no one
method is decidedly
superior, although for
six of the 10 circuits,
P-Podem-Cperjibrmed
better than Podem-E.

activity in a circuit. To analyze the performance of conventional Podem
and P-Podem in test generation, we developed the following four programs derived from both versions of the algorithm:
1. Podem-E, Podem with event-driven implication

2. Podem-C, Podem with compiled-code implication
3. P-Podem-E, P-Podem with event-driven implication
4. P-Podem-C, P-Podem with compiled-code implication

We used these programs to derive tests for the ISCAS benchmark
circuits, which were identified at the 1985 International Symposium on
Circuits and Systems.8 We ran all the programs for all faults that were
supplied with the circuits. We used a Astronautics Corp.’s ZS-1,’ a
high-speed computer designed to achieve one-third the performance of
a Cray X-MP1. I t has a performance of 44 MIPS and 22 MFLOPS. The
programs are in C. We did not use any special features of the ZS-1
architecture.
We set a limit of 10,000 on the number of backtracks for Podem. If and
when the program exceeded that limit, we aborted test generation for
that fault. We set the limit for P-Podem so that the input space explored
by P-Podem would be the same as that for Podem. In this way, all
methods would achieve the same fault coverage.
Table 1gives the normalized CPU time with respect to the CPU time of
Podem-E for the 10 ISCAS benchmark circuits. Compilation time was
relatively insignificant for circuits with 500 or more gates, so we do not
include it in the CPU time in Table 1.

RESULTS
From the data in Table 1, it seems that no one method is decidedly
superior, although for six of the 10 circuits, P-Podem-C performed better
than the conventional Podem-E. Clearly, we need to find a method that
can tell us which test generator-Podem-E or P-Podem-C-is likely to
perform better for a given circuit.
Since circuits with fewer than 500 gates are of relatively little interest,
we confine the rest of our discussion on results to the seven circuits with
more than 500 gates. From Table 1, we observe that the test-generation
time for P-Podem-C is between 49% to 91% that of Podem-E for four of

Table 1 . Normalized CPU time of test generators.
Circuit
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the seven circuits (with more than 500 gates). P-Podem-C performed
worse than Podem-E for the remaining three circuits. Also, P-Podem-C
performed better than Podem-C for all seven of the larger circuits.
The poor performance of P-Podem-C over Podem-E for the three (of
seven) circuits is probably because these circuits have low activity. For
these low-activity circuits, we need to process only a few gates in
event-driven implication. Because of this difference in low and high
activity, we used the following ICBM metric, which we briefly described
earlier. to divide the circuits into two classes:
ICBM = _____
No. of PIS

~

The input-conebmed
memure, or ICBM,
allows us to determine
bejbrehand which
uersion of Podem
will perjorrn best.

No. of nodes in the forward cone of PI,
No. of nodes in the circuit

In this equation, a node is a gate or a PI in the circuit. The forward cone
of an input is the subcircuit of the circuit whose nodes can be reached
from the input. Thus, the number of nodes in the forward cone of PIi is
the maximum number of gates that will be processed during implication
when PIi is assigned a new value.
Thus, we can view ICBM as a metric that gives a n upper bound of
activity in the circuit during implication. A circuit with a higher ICBM
is likely to be more active than a circuit with a lower ICBM. Table 2 gives
the ICBM values for the seven ISCAS circuits, a s well as the relative
performance of all four test generators. We have normalized the entries
in the table with respect to the CPU time for Podem-E.
The table shows that P-Podem-C outperforms all other versions of
Podem for large circuits when the ICBM value is higher than 0.1. Further,
the improvement in P-Podem-C performance is larger when the ICBM
value is higher. We can reason that when the ICBM value is high, a
considerable portion of a circuit is likely to change logic values. Therefore, we have to carry out implication for that portion before termination.
In these cases, event-driven implication may involve processing many
gates. For this reason, compiled-code implication is likely to outperform
event-driven implication when the ICBM value is high. We can also see
this in the comparative performance of Podem-E and Podem-C.
The reason for the poor performance of P-Podem-E over Podem-E is
that in event-driven implication, we process gates along signal paths.
Because P-Podem-E must process these signal paths for two input
combinations, it is processing more gates than Podem-E, which processes paths for only one input combination. This extra processing
offsets the advantage P-Podem-E has over Podem-E of searching the
enumeration tree with fewer backtracks.

Table 2. PerJormancein normalized CPU timefor the seven circuits with m r e
than 500 gates.

Circuit

Fzz

c1355
c1908
c3540
c6288
c2670
c5315

0.45
0.30
0.28
0.45
0.04
0.04

1
1

c7552

0.05
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Overall, the
eventdriven method
c er form better than Me
compiledcode method
for low-actizdy Circuits,
but parallelism is more
effective when used with
the compiledcode
method.

We also confirmed our experiments to determine circuit activity statistically using logic simulation. We measured the number of nodes that
had to be processed becaue of one input change. We assigned a binary
value to a n input, and performed true logic simulation, which is done
in a way similar to a n event-driven method. We collected average node
counts by repeating this process until we had assigned a random binary
value to all PIS. We found that circuits with a low ICBM value indeed
showed low activity and those with a high ICBM value showed a
substantially higher activity. We present more details of our study in an
earlier work4
We can also measure the degree of circuit activity dynamically using
random-pattern fault simulation. Many test-generation systems start
with random vectors, which makes the cost of this approach minimal.
We can use this information in place of the ICBM value as a guide to
determine which type of Podem is for test generation for a circuit.
In another experiment, we extended our set of circuits by making serial
and parallel connections of the ISCAS circuit^.^ We used Podem-E and
P-Podem-C exclusively to generate tests for these larger circuits. We
found that for circuits with an ICBM value greater than 0.1. P-Podem-C
performed substantially better than Podem-E.
Overall, our results show that the event-driven method performs better
than the compiled-code method for low-activity circuits, while parallelism is more effective when used with the compiled-codemethod. We thus
recommend the the following steps to determine best test generator for
a given circuit.
1. For circuits with fewer than 500 gates, use Podem-E.

2. For circuits with more than 500 gates, determine the ICBM value for
a circuit, which you can do in linear time. If the ICBM value is higher
than a threshold value (0.1 in our examples), use P-Podem-C;
otherwise, use Podem-E.

W

e have proposed a method of improving the performance of
a test generator by (1)efficiently using unused bits in a byte
or word and (2) using compiled-code implication. We used
these methods to improve the performance of Podem. We
determined through experimental study that these methods result in
reduced CPU time for test generation for a class of combinational
circuits. To characterize these circuits, we have defined a metric that
allows test engineers to choose the most efficient test-generation program for that circuit. We found that P-Podem-C,P-Podem with compiledcode implication, which is based on multiple signal values per word,
substantially outperforms conventional Podem for circuits with high
activity.
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